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Phenotype and function of intestinal dendritic cells
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Abstract

It is now appreciated that dendritic cells (DCs) play a primary role in oral tolerance and defense against mucosal pathogens. Specific
DC subpopulations are localized to discrete regions within primary inductive tissues, like the Peyer’s patch and mesenteric lymph node,
and effector sites, like the lamina propria, and may have unique roles in driving regulatory, effector and memory T cell responses. Certain
DC subpopulations may also help maintain T cell responses at sites of abnormal intestinal inflammation. While early in our understanding,
knowledge about the involvement of DC subpopulations in the regulation of mucosal immunity may well provide a basis for the development
of novel vaccines and therapeutics.
© 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The central issue in mucosal immunology is how an indi-
idual is able to maintain immunologic tolerance to the
yriad of innocuous environmental and food antigens and

ommensal bacteria, yet develop strong effector responses
o invading pathogens. Over the past several years it has
ecome clear that dendritic cells (DCs) are key players in

his decision-making. First, DCs, which are known to be
nique in their ability to bind and activate naı̈ve T cells, are
rominently localized to mucosal surfaces, both at sites of
ntigen uptake and within inductive lymphoid tissue. Second,
ucosal DCs have been shown to process antigens given in
oth a tolerogenic and immunogenic form, and to directly
ample endogenous flora and pathogenic microorganisms in
ivo. And third, subpopulations of mucosal DCs have been
dentified to have unique functions when compared to DCs
rom non-mucosal sites, both with regards to the induction of
egulatory T cells in the resting, or “steady” state, and in the
rocessing and presentation of pathogens following mucosal

nfection. This review will briefly summarize what is known

phoid tissues, followed by a working model for how th
subpopulations may be involved in mucosal tolerance
immunity. Because of the paucity of data for human intes
DCs in general, and for intestinal subpopulations in pa
ular, we will focus mainly on what is known in the mou
and subsequently comment on correlations with the hu
system.

2. DC populations

DCs can be divided into several subsets present to
ferent degrees in tissues and organs (seeTable 1). The sub
sets have primarily been defined by the expression o
surface markers such as CD11c, CD8�, CD11b and CD4
The three main subsets are all CD11chi and further divided
into CD8�−CD11b+CD4+ (herein called CD4+CD11b+),
CD8�−CD11b+CD4− (“double negative”, herein calle
CD11b+) and CD8�+CD11b−CD4− (herein called CD8�+).
All CD11b− DCs have low expression of CD11b but
commonly designated as CD11b−. All three DC subset
have a life span of 3–5 days and arise from indepen
bout DC subpopulations in the intestine and related lym-
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precursors, i.e., one subset does not appear to mature into
another under steady state conditions[1]. Intestinal mucosal
lymph nodes (LNs), Peyer’s patches (PPs) and mesenteric
lymph nodes (MLNs), and the liver contain one additional
p
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opulation of DCs, the CD8�−CD11b−CD4− DCs (“triple
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Table 1
Approximate percentage of DC subpopulations amongst CD11c+ cells in
different organs in mice[3,16,40,58]

DC subset Spleen MLNa PP PLN LPb Liver

CD8�−CD11b+CD4+ 50 Few Few Few 5 5
CD8�+CD11b−CD4− 25 25 40 50 20 10
CD8�−CD11b+CD4− 20 40 30 40 55 35
CD8�−CD11b−CD4− Few 30 30 10 20 50

a MLN, mesenteric lymph nodes; PP, Peyerı̌s patches; PLN, peripheral
lymph nodes; LP, lamina propria.

b Small intestine lamina propria from Flt3-L injected mice.

negative”, herein called CD8�−CD11b−) [2,3]. Another type
of DCs, plasmacytoid DCs (pDCs), expresses intermediate
levels of CD11c in addition to Ly6C and B220. pDCs are
present in most organs, including the intestine[4,5]. A pop-
ulation of pDCs expressing CD8� may represent a more
mature state, although this may not be the case in the mucosa
(see[5]).

In addition to surface phenotype, functional specializa-
tion of these DC populations is suggested by a number of in
vitro and in vivo studies. First, DC subsets localize to specific
sites, indicating they interact with external antigens and with
T and B cells to differing degrees. CD8�+ DCs are restricted
to T cell zones while CD8�− DCs (including CD4+CD11b+,
CD11b+ and CD8�−CD11b− DCs) are present at initial sites
of antigen exposure, in B cell follicles, and at T–B junctions.
Second, there may be differences in capacities of DC sub-
sets to process and present certain antigens. For example
while CD8�− DCs have an overall higher phagocytic capac-
ity [6] CD8�+ DCs internalize apoptotic cells[7]. Consistent
with this ability, CD8�+ DCs are also the major DC sub-
set responsible for T cell tolerance following intra-venous
(i.v.) injection of antigen-loaded apoptotic cells[7,8] and
for the cross-presentation of self-antigens to CD8+ T cells
in vivo [9,10]. In addition, CD8�+ DCs can induce T cell
tolerance following the targeting of soluble antigens to the
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3. Intestinal dendritic cells

Fundamental to understanding how mucosal immune
responses are induced and regulated is the issue of where
different types of antigens are processed and how they are pre-
sented by DCs to T and B cells. Primary sites for the induction
of intestinal T and B cell responses are PPs, colonic lymphoid
follicles and MLNs. In contrast, lamina propria (LP) and the
intra-epithelial cell (IEC) compartments are primarily effec-
tor sites. Multiple DC populations are represented in the PPs,
colonic lymphoid follicles, MLNs and the LP. While little is
still known regarding the locations of antigen uptake for any
particular antigen and which DC populations are involved,
several general aspects of DC function are clear. Under steady
state conditions (without infection, vaccination with mucosal
adjuvants, or inflammation) DCs from the intestine migrate
constitutively from the LP and/or PPs and to the MLNs. It
is also clear that upon activation these DCs will migrate at
a much more rapid rate to MLNs or within PPs to PP T cell
zones. While the nature of the DCs migrating in the steady
versus the stimulated state are not at all clear, it is logical to
postulate that steady state DCs are responsible for tolerance
induction to innocuous food antigens and commensal organ-
isms via their ability to induce regulatory T cells or clonal
deletion. This similar to what is thought for steady state DC
migration in non-mucosal tissues. These DCs may also pro-
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-type lectin antigen processing receptor DEC-205, w
s expressed constitutively only on CD8�+ [11–13]. Third
re studies demonstrating differences in the ability of
opulations to prime helper T cell responses. Early s

es demonstrated that the adoptive transfer of antigen-p
D8�+ DCs to näıve recipient mice preferentially induc
h1 responses, while CD8�− DCs induce Th2 respons

14,15]. Consistent with this role in Th-cell induction, CD8�+

roduce much higher amounts of IL-12p70 than CD8�− DCs
pon stimulation in vivo and in vitro with microbial pro
cts[14,16,17]. Furthermore, the ability of CD8�+ DCs to

nduce Th1 responses following adoptive transfer is de
ent on their production of IL-12p40 (thus either IL-12p
r IL-23), while CD8�− DC induction of Th2 respons
as dependent to some degree on autocrine producti

L-10 [18]. Finally, as discussed below, mucosal DCs
he steady state might prime T cells for IL-10 product
hich may be a functional specialization of a particular
ubset.
,

ide a stimulus for the production of IgA against comme
rganisms from the colon or terminal ileum (where ba
ia “spill-over” from the proximal colon). In contrast, DC
igrating upon exposure to pathogens or activating cytok

like IL-1 or TNF-�) are active inducers of effector ce
hat follows is that steady state DCs may be less-than-

r alternatively “activated”, while DCs induced to migrate
ully “activated” or “mature” to express the entire pano
f costimulatory molecules and cytokines to drive effe
esponses (Fig. 1). Given this theoretical model, what is p
ented in the following sections are details of what is kn
egarding subpopulations of DCs in the intestine and
hey may be involved in decisions regarding the inductio
olerance and effector cells.

. Peyer’s patches

Luminal antigens gain access to the cells of PPs via
ialized epithelial cells, M (micro-fold) cells, which are sc
ered among the columnar epithelial cells in the follicu
ssociated epithelium (FAE) above the PPs[19,20]. After
ntigen transport into the PPs, DCs likely play a key

n uptake and antigen processing because there is a
ng concentration of CD11c+ DCs in the subepithelial dom
SED) and T cell zones (inter-follicular regions, IFR)[21,22].
Cs in the SED phagocytose orally administeredSalmonella
yphimurium[23,24]and are the first targets ofListeriamono
ytogenesinfection [25]. In addition, PP DCs take up a
rocess soluble protein antigens given orally to mice[21].
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Fig. 1. Schematic model for mucosal DCs during steady state and inflammatory conditions. See text for details.

PPs contain three predominant populations of CD11c+

DCs; CD11b+, CD8�+ and CD8�−CD11b− (Table 1,
[2,16]). The latter population is highly over-represented in
both the PPs and MLNs compared to the spleen and peripheral
LNs. Following isolation these three DC subsets expressed
similar levels of major histocompatibility complex (MHC)
class II and costimulatory markers, with enhanced expres-
sion upon activation. All subsets maintained their CD8� and
CD11b expression upon activation, suggesting one popula-
tion is not simply a more differentiated or activated form
of another population[2,16]. In addition, all three subsets
were shown to arise from independent precursors as shown
by BrdU incorporation (Johansson and Kelsall, unpublished
observation). DCs expressing CD11b were found to be local-
ized in the SED, whereas CD8�+ DCs were localized exclu-
sively in the IFRs[2]. CD8�−CD11b− were present in both
SED and IFR, and scattered throughout the B cell follicle,
except the germinal centers. Furthermore, a population of
CD8�−CD11b− DCs present within the FAE expressed high
levels of intracellular (rather than surface) MHC class II,
indicating an immature phenotype[16]. Some of these cells
co-associated with UEA+ M cells, suggesting at least some
DCs reside in M cell pockets. MHC class IIhi cells were also
identified within the FAE in the rat[26] and human[27].

Chemokines and chemokine receptors that govern the
localization and migration of DC populations in the intes-
t eady
s y a
n elial
c

chemokines that attract CD8�−CD11b− DCs to this site have
not been identified. PP DCs have been shown to express the
integrin–ligand mucosal addressin–cell adhesion molecule-
1 (MAdCAM-1), which preferentially binds the integrin
molecule most associated with mucosal cell homing,�4�7
[30], suggesting that SED DCs express surface molecules that
facilitate interactions with mucosal T and B cells. Further-
more, upon activation in vivo with a soluble tachyzoite anti-
gen preparation fromT. gondiitrophozoites (STAg) the SED
CD11b+, and possibly some CD8�−CD11b− DCs migrated
to the PP IFR[2]. This correlated with an upregulation of
CCR7 upon overnight culture. CCR7 is the receptor for CCL7
and CCL8, which are constitutively expressed in the IFR[2].
These studies support the hypothesis that activation of DCs
in the SED, as would occur following exposure to organ-
isms entering via M cells, results in their migration to the
IFR where T cell priming can occur. In contrast, CD8�+ DCs
constitutively expressed CCR7 and not CCR6 and migrated
towards CCL7, but not CCL20, suggesting that CD8�+ DCs
are resident in the IFR throughout much of their life cycle.

In functional in vitro assays, PP CD11b+ DCs produced
very low levels of bioactive IL-12p70 upon stimulation with
Staphylococcus aureusCowan strain (SAC) and IFN-� sim-
ilar to spleen CD11b+ DCs. However, when compared to
either the CD8�+ or CD8�−CD11b− PP DCs, or to CD11b+

DCs from the spleen or peripheral LNs, PP CD11b+ DCs pro-
d
w 0-
l
c uch
ine are just beginning to be unraveled. In PPs in the st
tate, CD11b+ DCs appear to be recruited to SED b
umber of chemokines expressed constitutively by epith
ells in FAE, including CCL9[28] and CCL20[2,29]. The
uced high levels of IL-10 in response to SAC and IFN-�, as
ell as to CD40 stimulation with soluble trimerized CD4

igand [16]. In addition, CD11b+ PP DCs induced naı̈ve T
ells to differentiate in vitro into cells that produced m
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higher levels of IL-10 than T cells primed with any other
DC subset. In contrast, both CD8�+ and CD8�−CD11b−
PP DCs produced IL-12 and little to no IL-10 after stim-
ulation with CD40-L or SAC and IFN-� and induced the
differentiation of T cells producing only IFN-�, similar to
the CD8�+ splenic DCs[16]. The studies also showed that
the CD11b+ DCs from the PP are unique in their ability to
induce IL-10-producing T cells and thus may have a role in
the induction of regulatory T cells or the induction of IgA B
cell responses. The latter was recently supported by studies
demonstrating that when compared with splenic DCs, freshly
isolated PP CD11b+ DCs induced higher levels of IgA secre-
tion from naive B cells in a DC–T cell–B cell coculture system
[31]. Taken together, these studies support the hypothesis that
IL-10, and possibly TGF-�, are produced by PP DCs upon
interaction with naive T cells under steady state conditions,
and that these cytokines either directly or indirectly drive T
cells to differentiate into T cells producing IL-4, IL-10 and
TGF-�. Similar findings have been reported for lung DCs (see
[32]) suggesting that the production of IL-10, and the induc-
tion of IL-10-producing T cells appears to be a fundamental
characteristic of DCs at mucosal sites under steady state
conditions.

Several characteristics have been shown for the
CD8�−CD11b− DCs subset. A population of CD11c+

CD8�−CD11b− cells in the SED has been shown to take
u
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CD8�+ pDC subset described from the spleen[37] suggesting
that they might be important for the induction of regulatory
T cells.

Finally, PP (and MLN, see below), but not splenic or
peripheral LN DCs can induce the expression of the mucosal
homing receptor�4�7 and the chemokine receptor CCR9 on
T cells in vitro[38]. Upon adoptive transfer to naı̈ve mice, PP
DC-primed CD8+ T cells preferentially migrate to mucosal
lymphoid tissues. These studies demonstrated for the first
time that DCs from different tissues have the capacity to
imprint T cells with tissue-specific homing receptors. In addi-
tion, it has recently been shown that all PP DC subsets have
the capability to induce�4�7 expression on CD8+ T cells
[39].

5. Mesenteric lymph node

The phenotype of DCs and the DC subsets in MLNs are
very similar to those of the PPs (Table 1, [16]). CD8�+,
CD8�−CD11b− and pDCs have been localized to the T
cell zones, whereas CD11b+ DCs are located primarily out-
side the T cell zones (Kelsall, unpublished observation and
[4]). Whether the population we describe as CD8�−CD11b−
corresponds to a CD8�−CD11bloCD205int DC population
described in the MLNs by others (see[40]) has not yet
b
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p 0.2�m fluorescent latex beads given orally[33]. These
ells remained in the SED for up to 14 days and rap
igrated to the IFR following the administration of chol

oxin, suggesting that they may represent a resident p
ation of long-lived cells particularly capable of process
articulate antigens. In addition, recent studies from our
ratory demonstrate that CD8�−CD11b− DCs process an
resent antigens from type 1Reovirus, at least some of whic

s in the form of apoptotic bodies from infected epithe
ells from the FAE[34]. Whether this “cross-presentatio
athway applies to other organisms shown to induce a

osis of epithelial cells, such asSalmonella[35] is not
lear.

Recently, CD11cint B220+ pDCs were identified in th
FR of murine PPs[4]. In addition, pDCs were isolated fro
Ps and MLNs of mice treated with Flt-3-ligand, which d
atically and preferentially increases the numbers of D

ncluding pDCs[36]. These cells expressed the typical ma
rs of pDCs, including B220 and Ly6C, but also expres
D8�. In unpublished data from our laboratory, we h

dentified both CD8�+ and CD8�−CD11cint B220+, Ly6C+

DCs in the PPs of untreated mice and have confir
he localization of pDCs in the IFR and SED (Contrac
nd Kelsall, unpublished observation). Functional stu
f PP and MLN pDCs from Flt3-L injected mice show

hat these cells produce IFN-�, and are poor stimulators
ntigen-specific T cells, similar to pDCs from the blood
ther tissues. However, these cells were capable of in

ng differentiation and/or activation of IL-10 producing
ells from TCR-transgenic mice in vitro[36], similar to a
een resolved. Interestingly, the CD8�−CD11b− DCs in
he PP do not express CD205, or higher levels of M
lass II molecules than other subsets following isola
lthough both surface antigens could be upregulated
vernight incubation in vitro with CD40-L trimer. Thus, t
D8�−CD11bloCD205int DCs in the MLNs may represe
ore “mature” (at least with regards to MHC class II exp

ion) CD8�−CD11b−DCs that have migrated from the P
r LP under steady state conditions.

The site of antigen acquisition of MLN DCs is difficu
o determine precisely. However, it is likely that antig
oaded DCs migrate directly from the intestinal tract, s
horacic duct cells from normal rats contain very few D
<0.2%), when compared with rats that have had their M
emoved (approximately 4%)[41]. Furthermore, i.v. injec
ions of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) into rats have been sh
o stimulate increased traffic of DCs from the intestine into
ymph [42]. These migrating DCs have rapid turnover in
ntestine (estimated to be on the order of 3–4 days) simi

ost other DC populations, which is significantly shorte
ollowing the induction of TNF-� production by systemical
dministered LPS[41,42]. Rat intestinal lymph contains

east two DC populations that have typical DC morpholo
re MHC class IIhi, and express OX62, CD11c, and CD
ne population, CD4+/OX41(SIRP�)+ DCs, are strong ant
en presenting cells (APCs) in mixed lymphocyte reac
MLR) assay, whereas the other population, CD4−/OX41−
Cs are weak APCs (see[43]). Both DC populations ar
lso present in rat MLNs, where CD4− DCs are localize

o T cell zones and CD4+ DCs are found outside the T c
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zone in the parafollicular regions. A recent study showed that
∼70% of the DCs migrating from the intestine were CD4hi.
In addition, after LPS injection the ratio of CD4hi and CD4lo

cells was the same[22] indicating that the subsets are migrat-
ing in a similar fashion. Many MLN CD4−/OX41− DCs
contain cytoplasmic apoptotic DNA, epithelial cell-restricted
cytokeratins and non-specific esterase-positive inclusions,
suggesting that these cells carry material from apoptotic
epithelial cells to T cell zones of the MLNs[44]. In addi-
tion, CD4− DCs from the rat spleen produce IL-12 after
stimulation in vitro, while the CD4+ DCs do not. These stud-
ies suggest that rat CD4− DCs are similar to mouse CD8�+

DCs, whereas rat CD4+ DCs resemble mouse CD11b+ DCs
(see[43]).

In further studies of DCs ability to stimulate naı̈ve allo-
geneic T cells rat LP and PP DCs stimulated only modest
proliferation in a MLR, compared to MLN and thoracic
duct lymph DCs, which induced a potent response[45].
In addition, following overnight culture with GM-CSF, PP
and LP DCs had significantly increased ability to induce
a MLR, equivalent to that of lymph or MLN DCs, which
did not have enhanced accessory activity following activa-
tion in vitro. This suggests that PP and LP DCs are less
activated than DCs that have migrated to the MLNs, and
support the general concept that DCs become more capa-
ble of inducing T cell differentiation after migration from
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6. Lamina propria

DCs are a major APC in the intestinal LP of the mouse
[54] and rat[22,26,45]. Recently, DCs were found to be a
dominant cell in the LP of the small bowel in mice but rare
in the colon, except in colonic lymphoid follicles[55,56].
In addition, in mouse and rat, DCs have also been described
within the epithelium of the intestine[26,56,57]. In the rat,
they have been described to form an organized network that
extended dendrites between epithelial cells[26], whereas in
the mouse, dendrites from LP DCs extend into the intesti-
nal lumen[56,57]. The ability of DC to extend dendrites
to sample bacteria is likely related to the fact that DCs can
express tight junction proteins following bacterial exposure.
This well orchestrated process results in the formation of
dendrites extending through the epithelium without a disrup-
tion in the intestinal barrier[57]. Recently, bacterial sampling
by DC extensions was demonstrated to occur in the steady
state in the terminal ileum, indicating that DCs can sample
commensal organisms from the lumen[56]. In addition to
direct sampling, LP DCs may capture pathogens that directly
invade the epithelium. Alternatively LP DCs can take up sol-
uble or particulate antigens that cross the epithelial barrier
by receptor-mediated transport or paracellular transport fol-
lowing disruption of the epithelial barrier, as occurs during
inflammation. Whether apoptotic epithelial cells are pro-
c
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ites of antigen acquisition. These studies raise questio
o the nature of DCs migrating in the steady state in that
ndicate that such DCs are not functionally “immature” w
egards to their ability to drive T cell proliferation. Addition
tudies of cytokine production and surface molecules,
s inducible-costimulator ligand (ICOS-L)[46], or PD-L1
B7-H1) (see[47]) may be helpful in identifying the chara
eristics of these constitutively migrating DC that may res
n tolerogenic responses.

Functional studies have also demonstrated simila
etween MLN and PP DCs. Similar to PP DCs, M
Cs from antigen-fed mice preferentially stimulate antig
pecific CD4+ T cells to produce IL-4, IL-10 and TGF-�
48,49]. Similar results were obtained with both wild ty
nd�MT mice, which lack B cells and well developed P
rguing that soluble antigen-loaded MLN DCs do not ne
arily originate in the PPs[49]. Also in MLNs CD8�+ DCs
re the major IL-12 producing subset after T cell or mi
ial stimuli [17,50]. Another feature shared by MLN a
P DCs, as mentioned above, is the capacity to induc
xpression of�4�7 and CCR9 on T cells[51,52]. Additional
tudies indicated that MLN DC expressing CD103 are
nly DCs with the ability to generate�4�7+CCR9+ gut tropic
D8 T cells (W. Agace, personal communication). Retin
cid produced by mucosal DCs maybe a key mole
roduced by the DCs driving this mucosal-homing T
henotype[53]. Finally, as mentioned above, CD8+ pDCs

rom the MLN can induce the differentiation and or acti
ion of IL-10-producing T cells from TCR-transgenic m
36].
essed by DCs in the LP and transported to the MLNs[44],
s has been shown for PP DCs[34] remains to be establishe

The surface phenotype of LP DCs is not as well define
hat of PP DCs. Mowat et al.[58] recently detected the sam
hree CD11chi DC subsets and pDCs in the small intest
P that have been defined in the PPs (Table 1). However

he predominant DC subset present in LP is controve
Cs in the terminal ileum have been shown be CD11b+ [56]
r CD8�−CD11b− [55]. Furthermore, CD11b+ DCs have
een identified in colonic LP[59] and studies by our lab
ratory show a predominance of CD11b+ and possibly few
D8�−CD11b− and CD8�+ DCs in the colonic LP of mic

He and Kelsall, unpublished observations).
Immature DCs may be attracted to mucosal tissue

mmature cells and upon activation migrate to the PP IFR
o MLNs for priming of näıve or activation of central memo

cells. Studies of chemokines responsible for the migra
f DCs to the LP in the steady state are lacking, altho
pithelial cell-expressed CCL25, the ligand for CCR9
CR10 is a possible candidate chemokine in the small i

ine and CCL28 the ligand for CCR3 or CCR10 may
mportant in the colon[28,60,61]. During inflammation
owever, a large number of inflammatory chemokines
roduced by epithelial cells, which could attract DCs, inc

ng CCL20/CCR6, CCL2/CCR2, CCL5/CCR5 or CCR1 a
XCL-12/CXCR4 [60,62,63]. However, given the redu
ancy of the chemokine system, and the likely need
ignals for both cell extravasation into and localization wi
issues, multiple chemokines/receptors are certainly invo
n DC migration in both inflamed and non-inflamed muco
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Freshly isolated LP DC are similar to PP DC in the
expression of costimulatory molecules, antigen uptake and
stimulation of antigen-specific T cells in vitro[58]. Func-
tional studies of LP DCs from all species have confirmed
that these cells are potent inducers of a MLR[45,54]. DCs
in the terminal ileum of mice (but not of the more proxi-
mal small intestine) were shown to express IL-12p40 in the
steady state, as well as mRNA for p19 (much greater than
IL-12p35) suggesting they constitutively express IL-23[55].
How this constitutively expressed IL-23 relates to immune
regulation, in particular to commensal organisms, is not yet
clear. In addition, these cells were associated with bacte-
ria in vivo suggesting that DCs in the terminal ileum may
normally process endogenous bacterial microflora, likely fol-
lowing direct uptake of bacteria in the intestinal lumen (as
discussed above). Finally, it has been suggested that DCs
from the small intestine LP may be particularly capable of
inducing oral tolerance[58]. In these studies, soluble protein
given orally was preferentially taken up by small bowel LP
DCs compared to PP DCs. LP DCs isolated and adoptively
transferred to a naı̈ve mouse could transfer tolerance to the
fed protein. However, whether specific subsets of DCs prefer-
entially process soluble mucosal antigens and are responsible
for oral tolerance induction in this or any other model is not
yet clear.

During experimental inflammatory bowel disease (IBD)
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out of experimental necessity, are using DCs generated in
vitro from blood monocytes, or CD34+ precursors from either
cord blood or bone marrow treated with cytokines. In addi-
tion, surface markers of human DC subsets are not analogous
to those of the mouse. In particular, CD11c, which is a key
marker to identify DCs in the mouse is broadly expressed
by many human hematopoetic cells, and is present only on
certain subpopulations of human DCs. Despite these limita-
tions, however, studies of human and mouse DCs generated
in vitro and the few studies of DCs in situ, or directly isolated
from human tissue, suggest that functional equivalents will
be identified.

The importance of DCs in the induction of mucosal
immune responses in humans was initially suggested by
studies that identified MHC class II+ cells with the morphol-
ogy of DCs in PPs[27,66] and the LP of the intestine[67]
and demonstrated their ability to act as APCs, primarily via
their ability to stimulate a MLR. However, overall there is a
tremendous paucity of data on intestinal DCs in humans.

In human PPs, MHC class II+, S-100 protein+ cells, most
likely DCs, were identified in the IFR and SED, and the cells
in the SED had cytoplasmic processes that extended into the
dome epithelium[27,66]. In more recent studies, PP DCs
were more clearly identified in humans and macaques. Fur-
thermore, DCs in the IFR and some in the SED expressed
DC-SIGN[68], suggesting that these cells may be targets of
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Cs have been shown to accumulate throughout the colo
nd in MLNs[59]. Approximately 50% of the colonic DC
ere CD11b+ and 50% were pDC (CD11b−B220+). In addi-

ion, a role has been suggested for local DCs in a model o
nduced by the adoptive transfer of naı̈ve CD4+CD45RBhi T
ells (i.e., in the absence of CD4+CD45RBloCD25+ regula-
ory T cells) intorag1−/− mice which results in uncontrolle
olonic inflammation. In this model, subsequent transfe
D25+ regulatory T cells during active colitis results in am

ioration of the inflammation, and DCs were found in cl
pproximation to actively dividing populations of both eff

or and regulatory T cell populations[64]. Taken togethe
hese studies suggest that CD11b+ DCs are important fo
riving T cell responses during colonic inflammation. I

ikely that the presence of inflammatory cytokines in
issue microenvironment causes activation of CD11b+ DCs,
hich results in the local induction of pathogenic and p
ibly regulatory T cells. Whether this represents a diffe
D11b+ DC population to that in the MLNs or PPs which
oor producers of IL-12 and induce IL-10 producing T c

n the steady state is not yet clear. One interesting possi
s that CD11b+ DCs in the inflamed colon produce IL-23, n
L-12, and expand pathogenic T cells in situ (see[65]).

. Intestinal dendritic cells in the human

Whether all murine DC subpopulations have phenot
nd functional equivalents in humans is also not yet e
ated (see[40]). This is because most studies of human D
IV and other mucosal pathogens that attach to this le
eceptor (see[69]). In addition, cells expressing the M-DC
ntigen, a marker of DCs, were found in the SED regio

onsils and PPs from inflamed tissues[70]. The latter pro
uced high levels of TNF-�, and may have a role in drivin
cell responses during inflammation.
DCs in the human MLNs are HLA-DRhi, large dendriform

ells in the T cell areas that co-express CD40, CD54, C
D83, CD86 and the S-100 protein but lack CD1a. Th
Cs are attached to numerous CD4+ T cells and IgD+ naive
cells in vivo and preferentially form clusters with IgD+

gM+, but not IgA+ or IgG+ B cells in vitro. These finding
uggest that human MLN DCs may induce T cell help
rimary B cell responses[71].

In the small bowel LP, DCs have been identified in po
efined lymphoid aggregates that do not have the s

ure of PPs[72]. In the large bowel, CD11c+HLA-DR+lin−
CD3−CD14−CD16−CD19−CD34−) DCs in colonic and
ectal biopsies have been reported to be of an imm
henotype, but to mature into fully immunostimulatory D

ollowing overnight culture[73]. Similarly, CD83+ and DC-
IGN+ cells have been identified in the LP and may p
uce IL-12 and IL-18 during intestinal inflammation fro
rohn’s disease[68,74]. In addition, M-DC8+ cells were
hown to infiltrate ileum during Crohn’s disease[70]. Further-
ore, CCL20 is overexpressed in the intestinal epithe
ssociated with human IBD lesions and this was repo

o correlate with an increase in the number of imma
angerin+ DC in situ [75]. Because TNF-� increased th
xpression of CCL-20 in colonic explant cultures from n
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mal patients, immature DCs (as well as T cells) expressing
CCR6 may be attracted to enhanced expression of CCL20
by epithelial cells in the inflamed intestine[75]. In tissues
from patients with ulcerative colitis (UC) there is an increase
in the number of CD83+ and CD86+ LP cells, most likely
DCs, which produce macrophage inhibitory factor (MIF).
MIF in turn can induce IL-1 and IL-8 production by mono-
cytes and DCs[76], which may contribute to neutrophil
recruitment and activation. Also in UC, colonic LP has been
shown to contain numerous basal aggregates composed of
lymphocytes and CD80+ dendritiform cells that most likely
represent activated DCs[77]. Finally DC-SIGN-expressing
cells are found diffusely throughout the human and rhesus
macaque rectal LP, and some of these cells co-express CCR5
and CD4, suggesting they could be targets of HIV infection
[68].

Taken together these data suggest that, similar to mouse
models, DCs are important for the regulation of intestinal
immunity in humans. Intestinal DCs appear to be localized
in similar sites in the mouse and human, and are likely
involved in the induction of oral tolerance, defense against
intestinal pathogens and pathogenesis of abnormal mucosal
inflammation. However, studies of human mucosal DCs are
hampered by the lack of adequate tissue samples for evalu-
ation, especially of purified cells, so there is little consistent
data regarding the phenotype or function of specific DC sub-
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In particular, CD8�+B220+ pDCs from the PPs and MLNs
were shown to induce the differentiation of IL-10-producing
regulatory T cells in vitro that could mediate suppression
[36]. The phenotype of PP and MLN DCs that induce regula-
tory T cells may be influenced by local stromal factors, such
as TGF-� and PGE [79–81]. Thus, intestinal stromal cells
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. Intestinal DC populations in tolerance and
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Based on the information presented above (as sum
ized in Table 2), it is possible to present a model of h
C subsets may play a role in the induction of oral tolera
nd immunity to mucosal pathogens (Fig. 1). Under stead
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BD, contributes to abnormal intestinal inflammation.
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ation of disseminated pathogens or in the cross presen
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e driven to mature into immunostimulatory DCs by v
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Table 2
Summary of phenotype, location and suggested functional properties of intestinal DC subpopulations in PP, MLN and LP in mousea

Subset Phenotype Localization Function References

CD11c+ PP: IFR PP: Produce high IL-12, low IL-10 [2,16,17,34,40,50,58]

CD8�+ CD8�+ Present reovirus antigens to CD4 T cells
CD11b− MLN: ? MLN: Produce IL-12
CD4− LP: ? LP: ?

CD11c+ PP: SED PP: Produce high IL-10, low IL-12 [2,16,31,40,56,58,59,64]
CD8�− Induce differentiation of

IL-10-producing reg T cells

CD11b+ CD11b+ MLN: ? Induce differentiation of T cells that
drive IgA production from B cells

CD4− LP: Scattered,
intra-epithelial dendrites
in terminal ileum

MLN: ?

LP: Accumulate at sites of colonic
inflammation
Take up bacteria in the terminal ileum

CD11c+ PP: FAE, SED, IFR, B
cell follicle

PP: Produce high IL-12, low IL-10 [16,34,40,55,58]

CD8�− Take up reovirus-infected apoptotic
epithelial cells in the SED

CD8�−CD11b−
CD11b− MLN: ? Present reovirus antigens to CD4 T cells
CD4− LP: Scattered MLN: ?

LP: Express IL-23 in steady state
Take up bacteria in terminal ileum

CD11cint PP: SED, IFR PP/MLN: Produce IFN-� [4,36,59]
B220+ Poor stimulators of antigen-specific T

cells
pDC Ly6C+ MLN: T cell zones Induce differentation of IL-10-producing

reg T cells
CD8�−/+

CD11b− LP: ? LP: Accumulate at sites of colonic
inflammation.

a PP, Peyer’s patches; MLN, mesenteric lymph nodes; PLN, peripheral lymph nodes; LP, lamina propria; IFR, inter-follicular region; SED, subepithelial
dome; FAE, follicular associated epithelium; reg, regulatory.

responses by mucosal DCs following infection will depend
on the subset of DC involved, the particular compilation of
surface receptors engaged by the pathogen, microenviron-
mental factors and the combined effects of antigen dose and
duration and/or frequency of T cell–DC contacts.

9. Concluding comments

The major role of mucosal DCs in regulating immune
responses is yet to be elucidated. Mucosal DCs have poten-
tial roles in initiating immune responses to pathogens as
well as control of regulatory T cell activity regulation and
oral tolerance. In addition, mucosal DCs might also have
an important function in induction, maintenance or down
regulation of abnormal mucosal inflammation, as occurs in
allergy and IBD. All mucosal DCs are working in a steady
state suppressive milieu containing factors like thymic stro-
mal lymphopoeitin (TLSP), PGE2, IL-10 and TGF-�. They
have a particular capacity to induce regulatory T cell differen-
tiation in the steady (non-infected, non-immunized) state, but
however, allow for the induction of effector T cell responses,

depending on both the particular subpopulation involved, and
the surface receptors engaged during DC activation and T cell
priming. In addition, mucosal DCs may contribute to innate
defense by the production of cytokines, such as type-1 IFN,
IL-12 and TNF-�, following direct exposure to pathogens,
as well as contribute to the maintenance of secondary T cell
responses within inflamed mucosa.

Many questions remain regarding the function of mucosal
DC populations in the intestine. Much of the data generated
thus far are descriptive and based on staining of tissue sections
or in vitro studies of isolated cells. While this information is
important for developing appropriate working models of the
involvement of DC populations in mucosal immunity, many
fundamental questions concerning antigen uptake, traffick-
ing and function remain unanswered or even unaddressed.
One particular question is whether the functional diversity of
DCs is a result from functionally independent DC subpopu-
lations or not? In other words, are different subpopulations
of DCs involved in the induction of Th1, Th2 or regulatory
T cell responses in vivo? This is still unanswered, and will
likely require the generation of DC subset specific knockout
mice to address adequately. A broader issue in this regard is
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whether current definitions of DC subpopulations based on a
few surface markers are appropriate for understanding all DC
functions. Future studies will need to be open-minded with
regard to the definition of DC subtypes. Another fundamen-
tal question is whether mucosal DCs are truly unique in their
capacity to induce T cells that mediate IgA B cell switching
or oral tolerance, or whether the microenvironment in which
activation occurs is more important? While in vitro studies
suggest that mucosal DCs, and in particular certain popula-
tions of mucosal DCs, are directing these unique responses,
the translation of these findings to in vivo models is still inad-
equate. Finally, the role of DC populations in the expansion
of central memory T cells in draining LNs, or the activation
of effector and regulatory T cells at local sites during abnor-
mal intestinal inflammation needs to be addressed. The hope
is that a better understanding of the biology of mucosal DC
will eventually translate into novel methods for inducing or
suppressing mucosal and systemic immunity.
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